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How can we shape Sustainable Development in a post-COVID-19 world?
We invite ASEFEdu alumni to a leadership journey as ASEFYLS Navigators
to demonstrate their ideas & commitment to societal impact.
WHY DOES #ASEFYLS MATTER?
The ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS) is ASEM’s official Youth platform that connects
young people with the Heads of States from 51 Asian & European countries and the political
Leaders of the EU & the ASEAN Secretariat. Held biennially alongside Asia-Europe Meeting
(ASEM) Summits, the ASEFYLS is a thought & action arena for young people with a 360
approach on leadership development and community engagement: from a self, team and
societal perspective.
See what the ASEFYLS is all about in this trailer!

WHAT IS #ASEFYLS4?
The 4th ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS4) contributes to the 13th ASEM Summit
(ASEM13) in November 2020 in Cambodia. ASEFYLS4 focuses on youth leadership for
“Sustainable Development in a post-COVID-19 World”.
The 4th edition will be a hybrid project with collaborative programme elements taking place
virtually, in Cambodia & in Singapore, as well as across ASEM countries over a period a year
and a half. We address 4 thematic areas:
1. SDG3: Good Health & Wellbeing - Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all
ages
2. SDG4: Quality Education - Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities for all
3. SDG8: Decent Work & Economic Growth - Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
4. SDG13: Climate Action - Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
Take a look at previous ASEFYLS editions: ASEFYLS1, ASEFYLS2 and ASEFYLS3.
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ASEFYLS4 NAVIGATORS PROGRAMME
The ASEFYLS4 Navigators Programme is a capacity building training following a peer-to-peer
learning methodology. It gives a group of 16 young Asians and Europeans the opportunity to
un-learn, learn & relearn the “What” and “How” of leadership with a strong ethical compass. It
gives ownership to them to design & guide a series “Leadership in action” activities with
likeminded Asian & European youth in local communities.
The Navigators Programme incorporates 3 spheres for leadership:
self-leadership (you), 2) team leadership (we) and 3) societal leadership (all).
16 alumni from ASEFEdu and Partner organisations will be selected to participate in the
ASEFYLS4 Navigators Programme from September 2020 – December 2021: virtually, in
Cambodia, in Singapore & local ASEM communities.

WHAT WILL YOU EXPERIENCE ON YOUR NAVIGATOR JOURNEY
•
•

•

A space for close-knit interactions! Join a group of 16 for intimate & in-depth dialogues,
and question, challenge & train each other through a peer-to-peer learning approach.
Leadership for 2030! Brush up on your understanding of leadership and play your role
towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals by transforming ideas into concrete
actions.
ASEM live! Collaborate closely with ASEFEdu, Cambodian Ministries and Partners on
ASEFYLS4 & ASEM13, and have a chance to also engage personally with ASEM Head of
States and Leaders from the EU & the ASEAN Secretariat.

PROGRAMME PHASES:

